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Abstract. In the course of the 20th century, architectural construction has
gone through intense innovation in its material, engineering and design, radically transforming the way buildings were and are conceived. Technological
and industrial advances enabled and challenged architects, engineers and
constructors to build increasingly complex architectural structures from concrete. Computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) techniques
have, more recently, rejuvenated and increased the possibilities of realising
ever more complex geometries. Reinforced concrete is often chosen for such
structures since almost any shape can be achieve when poured into a formwork. However, designs generated with digital tools tend to have limited
relation to the efficient modes of production typically used in contemporary
concrete construction. A large gap has emerged between the technology in
architectural design and the building industry, so that few efficient solutions
exist for the production of geometrically complex structures in concrete. This
paper focuses on the capabilities and efficiency of existing casting techniques
both with static and dynamic formwork which, when combined with digital
fabrication, allow innovative fabrication approaches to be taken. Particular
focus is placed on slipforming, an approved and efficient construction technique, which until now is unexplored in conjunction with digital fabrication.
Keywords. Complex concrete structures; casting techniques; formwork;
slipforming; digital fabrication; smart dynamic casting.

1. Introduction
The technological development of reinforced concrete1 has been one great enabler of
modern architecture. It is still one of the preferred materials for realising all kinds of
structures, simple and complex2, for which purpose 3.4 billion tonnes of cement were
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produced in 2011 alone to make concrete (Olivier et al., 2012). Yet concrete itself is
only half the picture, since it is formwork that determines what is possible to build,
and which represents 35–60% of the overall costs of concrete structures (Johnston,
2008) and a significant source of waste, given that all formwork is discarded sooner
or later, contributing to a generally increasing production of waste worldwide3.
Addressing the need for innovation in the casting of concrete is an important
measure. In this regard, well-established casting techniques such as (static and
dynamic) slab casting and slipforming could promise efficient and waste-free
approaches for the construction of complex concrete structures.
This paper considers these two casting techniques set in a general historical context, to show how these techniques developed over the 20th century and influenced
the way architecture was conceived. Particular focus is given to recent research that
has pioneered the combination of slipforming and robotic fabrication. For this project an innovative fabrication method was developed, in which concrete is formed
using a robotic slipforming technique during the period when it changes from soft
to hard material. Developed further, this technology could be used in the construction of complex concrete structures, and lead to a shift in the way structures are built.
2. Static Formwork Systems in Conjunction with Digital Fabrication
2.1. OVERVIEW OF STATIC FORMWORK SYSTEMS

The most common casting technique for concrete is slab formwork, a static casting process in which concrete is poured into a formwork that is removed after the
concrete has cured. At the outset of the 20th century such formwork was traditionally made of timber shuttering supported externally by wooden frames, and
was normally discarded after a single use. Due to material shortages and high
labour costs, by 1910 some of the first standardized metal formworks were commercially produced for road construction (Hurd, 2005). In the 1920s architects and
engineers took advantage of these modular formwork systems for concrete construction, exemplified in the works of Walter Gropius, Le Corbusier and Ernst
May, who helped lay the basis for what is today know as prefabrication. In the
1950s prefabrication techniques were adapted at a larger scale in the housing sector (Schmidt and Hassler, 2004), as well as for the construction of more complex
structures, such as those seen in the works of Pier Luigi Nervi (Nervi, 1965) and
Felix Candela (Moreyra Garlock, 2008). Their innovative designs were based on
the search for appropriate geometrical formulations for structures corresponding
with inherent material properties and constructability. An early example is the
spherical vault of the Sports Palace in Rome; a structure composed of 19 different
kinds of prefabricated elements (Tullia and Poretti, 2005). Despite such innova-
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tive approaches in terms of structure and fabrication, most advances in prefabrication since the 1950s have been mainly directed towards more efficient and faster
serial mass production of similar and standardized building components.
2.2. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY IN CONJUNCTION WITH STATIC FORMWORK
SYSTEMS

Rapid developments in CAD/CAM technology have in the last decades augmented
the design possibilities for complex concrete structures generally requiring custom
formworks. A pioneering example is the Nationale-Nederlanden Building in
Prague, Czech Republic (Glymph, 2009) or more recently the Spencer Dock Bridge
in Dublin, Ireland4. The formworks applied to erect structures as these are generally fabricated using a CNC-mill to carve material out of a homogenous piece of
foam or wood. These formworks are usually discarded after a single use. Until now,
this wasteful production process has been the most efficient technique available for
making custom formworks for complex concrete constructions.
However, a number of companies and research projects have also developed
innovative formworks that combine digital technology with traditional formwork
systems, such as those developed by PERI, a German producer of traditional scaffolding systems, ADAPA, a Danish company for adaptive concrete construction,
and by the Chair of Architecture and Digital Fabrication at ETH Zurich, in their
TailorCrete research project.
PERI (2012), for instance, has advanced with a system of concrete moulds
which can be used for both flexible single-curved formworks and custom doublecurved formworks. The company has also developed software which can
automatically determine the optimal formwork for a given complex concrete
structure. This innovation in both software and formwork technology is mainly
applicable for larger curvatures, which generally do not cover the geometrical resolutions which can be achieved with milling.
In contrast, the company ADAPA (2012) has developed a higher-resolution flexible formwork system for prefabrication, employing a “non-porous flexible
membrane”, which is adjusted into place via computer control (Raun and Kirkegaard,
2012). The membrane itself is used as formwork for the production of double-curved
concrete panels, which can be reconfigured and reused (ADAPA, 2012).
A similar approach is taken by TailorCrete (Gramazio and Kohler, 2011), for
which a digitally controlled flexible mould system was developed. It uniquely
uses a flexible mould system off-site to fabricate recyclable wax formwork inlays,
which are subsequently brought on site and inserted into a standardized formwork
system. This innovative system for the construction of complex concrete structures combines the advantages of standardized modular formwork technology
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with an effectively waste-free reusable-wax system for the construction of doublecurved structural concrete elements (Oesterle et al., 2012).
Despite the limitations in the achievable curvature and resolution of each of the
described projects, they all successfully demonstrate new approaches for the fabrication of complex concrete structures, which combine century-old fabrication
techniques with contemporary digital technologies. The projects described here
demonstrate the potential for a sustainable and effective waste-free casting system
for the fabrication of complex concrete structures.
3. Dynamic Formwork Systems in Conjunction with Digital Fabrication
Slipforming, a dynamic casting process, was invented in 1899 by the engineer
Charles F. Haglin in collaboration with the grain company owner Frank Peavey.
Slipforming is a single-step process, in which concrete is continuously poured into
a delaminated formwork that moves vertically in a speed set according to the rate
of the hydration of the concrete, so that the material is self-supporting when
released by the formwork.
One of the first known structures erected with this technique (Figure 1) was a
20-meter-high reinforced-concrete grain elevator, for which the slipforming was
driven by hand (HCRS, 1978).
In 1944, the invention of centrally controlled hydraulic jacks (ByggingUddemann, 2011) transformed slipforming into an almost automated casting
system, which enabled tall structures to be erected efficiently. Today slipforming
is mostly applied for the construction of tower cores, bridge piers, power plant
cooling towers, chimney shafts, pylons, the legs of oil-rig-platforms and structural

Figure 1. Left, Peavey-Haglin experimental concrete grain elevator, St. Louis Park, 1908
(Heffelfinger, 1960), Right: Manually driven slipform (Jegher, 1930).
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facades of high-rise buildings (Nawy, 2008); notably used to produce some of the
tallest free standing structures in the world.
Until now, slipforming remained a technique extensively used in practice, as it
enables a faster rate of construction, with the use of little formwork. However, it
is constrained with respect to the freedom necessary for producing complex concrete geometries. Furthermore, this technique is generally limited to structures
over 10m tall, because of a high initial workload and set-up costs.
Re-evaluating this existing and efficient construction technique in conjunction
with digital fabrication could not only make this system economically viable for
structures below 10m, but would also include the inherent freedom of forming,
without the need for an individually made formwork for each structure produced.
Such approach promises an almost waste-free construction technique for complex
concrete structures.
3.1. SLIPFORMING AND DIGITAL FABRICATION

A recent research project at ETH Zurich, the subject of this paper, has pioneered
the first known combination of slipforming with digital fabrication techniques.
For the project, a dynamic casting technique was developed in which typical
hydraulic jacks are replaced by a 6-axis robot, resulting in what we term “robotic
slipforming”. In robotic slipforming, concrete is formed by a robot in the period
when the concrete changes from soft to hard material, allowing the structure to be
dynamically shaped by the trajectory of the formwork.
Robotic slipforming promises significant potential in terms of formability and
scale, and to eliminate the need for serial production of custom-formworks in the
construction of complex load bearing elements and structures for architectural
construction.
To succeed even at a prototype-scale it was necessary to first gain understanding of the properties and behaviour of the chosen material (concrete) in the
delicate period of time where it changed from soft to hard material. For this, a
study was undertaken jointly by the Chair of Physical Chemistry of Building
Materials (Prof. Flatt, ETH) and the Chair of Architecture and Digital Fabrication
(Prof. Gramazio and Prof. Kohler, ETH). This initial study, which demonstrated a
high potential for an effectively waste-free fabrication process for complex concrete structures, is described throughout this chapter.
3.2. FIRST EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The initial experiments aimed at producing a series of double-curved column sections using fibre-reinforced self-compacting mortar (SCM). The tests described
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Figure 2. Left: Experiment steps: Step 1, the concrete rests in the formwork (hydration time
depends on mixture); step 2, the formwork is removed; step 3, force is applied. Right: The graph of
a single test session: In period A the section was not yet self-sustaining; in period B, the material
was self-supporting, formable, and easy to remove from the mould; in period C the material
started to crack and was no longer formable, generating high friction when removing the mould.

are all carried out using a rigid cylindrical mould coated inside with a lubricant
foil. Prior to the robotic slipforming it was necessary to perform a series of load
tests on small sections of fibre-reinforced SCM. These tests were used to determine its load-bearing capacity at a given time and when a column section was
self-supporting. The test intervals were done over a period of two hours which
allowed finding an approximate start point for the robotic slipforming (Figure 2).
The uniaxial tests alone did not provide sufficient data on either the formability of the concrete over time or the optimal slip velocity. For this, experiments
were performed in the robotic slipform, where the slip-velocity was defined by
maintaining a constant trajectory and age of concrete, but varying the rate of slipping, in an iterative process. The experiments shown in Figure 3 allowed us to
conclude that:
• Speed A: too high slip-velocity in the initial phase causes the material to creep.
• Speed B: Too low slip-velocity; hydration occurs in the mould and generates too
high friction, and therefore breakages.
• Speed C: Is the optimal velocity; slow in the beginning, to allow the material to
obtain strength; with an exponential velocity, adjusted to setting of the mixture
used.

Having determined an optimal slip velocity which allowed to slipform columns
with a height of 65 cm in 19 min, a catalogue of double curved column designs
were defined in a CAD program. The column geometry and slip velocity was then
translated into the machine language of the 6-axis robot (Figure 4). The experiments revealed physical constraints in the material’s limits of curvature and
formability. These were fed back into the design process; the digital curvatures
were adjusted to remain within the material limits.
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Figure 3. From left to right: Graph shows the speed curves A, B, C in relation
to the height of the three experiments.

Figure 4. From left to right: Robotic set up; 65cm dynamic slipformed prototype.

These initial experiments focused on the narrow time frame in which a fibre
SCM is both formable and self-supporting. Despite their focus and limitations on
forming they have proven the high potential of robotic slipforming for producing
complex concrete structures. However, the slip velocity and the formability of the
material remains one of the major challenges in our on-going research.
3.3. FUTURE LINES OF ENQUIRY

The cylindrical formwork used in the first experiments is currently limited to
curved geometries. However, studies are currently being made where a variation
of rigid and flexible formworks are employed, opening up a design space which
in the future might be able to vary the geometry from wall to column structures.
In the initial experiments the slip velocity was empirically defined according
to the behaviour of the concrete. In the following steps of the research, a feedback
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Figure 5. The research model for the development of robotic slipforming. The experiment is
investigating which geometries are possible, building up a architectural design catalogue for
complex concrete structure.

system is being established which enables continuous communication between the
robotic slipforming and the material properties. This set up will automatically control the slip velocity and forming process in accordance to the material properties.
The feedback model takes the form shown in Figure 5, incorporating the
dynamic properties of materials with design and digital fabrication. This process
allows for the analysis of materials in an iterative fabrication loop and feeds the
resulting material effects directly back into a 1:1 scale of production (Gramazio
and Kohler, 2008).
4. Conclusion
Robotic slipforming offers a glimpse at an entirely new family of construction
processes, which would be unthinkable without the integration of digital technologies.
In this kind of production technique, the properties of materials become an
integrated part of the design process, unlike in conventional static formwork techniques for complex architectural concrete structures, in which material properties
are largely absent in the early phases of design. It promises a shift in paradigm
from a static to a dynamic adaptive manufacturing process, with which complex
concrete structures can be fabricated at full scale without the need for static cus-
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tom-made formwork. The role of designers in this process will be firstly to understand materials, and then develop rules to produce appropriate and desirable
geometries.
Robotic slipforming promises to become a sustainable and waste-free construction technique, combining digital design with an existing and
well-established construction method, potentially able to change how architectural
structures are conceived in future. This research has thus begun to narrow the present technological divide between digital architectural design and currently
available casting techniques for complex concrete structures.
Endnotes
1. In 1867 the invention of reinforced concrete changed this material to a fireproof material, which
could take both tensile and compressive loads. This invention has radically changed the way
buildings have been conceived throughout the 20th century. Further information on the topic can
be found in: (Schmidt and Hassler, 2004) or (Langenberg, 2012).
2. “Complex geometries” refer here to a large number of distinct parts where little or no repetition
occurs. Complex is not constrained to formal qualities but also have the intention of projects to
be structurally optimised and unique in direct contrast to industrial ‘standard’ projects. Complex
was discussed in a similar fashion at the exhibition at Centre Pompidou, Paris by F. Migayrou in
2003, though referred to as non-standard (Migayrou, 2003).
3. According to a study from 2011 80 % of the total waste production is created in the construction
industry, of which 1.97 % comes from formwork timber (Llatas, 2011)
4. Spencer Dock Bridge, Future Systems, completed by Amanda Levete Architects, 2009 (NEDCAM, 2011).
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